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Designed sequence-specific nucleic acid-binding proteins hold
great promise for the directed regulation of gene expression. To
date, tandem arrays of Cys2His2 zinc finger domains have proven
to be the most effective framework for the development of novel
DNA-binding proteins.1 Despite considerable effort, however, only
a limited number of DNA sequences have been targeted with a
high degree of specificity. In particular, attempts to design zinc
finger domains specifically recognizing any base other than G in
the 5′-most position of the domain-binding site have met with
limited success.2 These restrictions on zinc finger design appear to
be due to the restricted number of combinations of functional groups
and side-chain lengths among the 20 amino acids that normally
occur in proteins.

Structural studies of Cys2His2 zinc finger proteins in complex
with DNA have revealed a conservedââR architecture stabilized
by the coordination of a zinc atom by two cysteines and two
histidines.3 These proteins exhibit a highly modular mode of DNA
recognition in which binding specificity is conferred primarily by
three amino acids within each zinc finger domain. Typically, the
amino acids in positions-1, 3, and 6 relative to the start of the
R-helix make specific contacts with three consecutive bases of
DNA. Appropriate alterations made to these residues can produce
changes in DNA-binding specificity.4

The zinc finger protein QNK-QDK-RHR has previously been
described and crystallographically characterized.5 This protein
consists of three tandem Cys2His2 zinc fingers with the contact
residues Q-1N3K6, Q-1D3K6, and R-1H3R6 and binds with high
affinity to the double-stranded DNA site 5′-GA/GGG/TCA/GGAA.
The Arg residue in position 6 of the carboxyl-terminal domain
recognizes the 5′-most G in the binding site with high specificity
through the formation of two hydrogen bonds from the Arg side-
chain guanidinium group to N7 and O6 of the guanine base (Figure
1A). Glutamine residues in each of the N-terminal two fingers make
similar bidentate contacts with their cognate DNA bases. Because
the side-chain carboxamide of glutamine has both a hydrogen-bond
donor and a hydrogen-bond acceptor, this residue tends to specify
A through contacts with the N7 and N6 of the adenine base.

As a means of evaluating the importance of side-chain length in
zinc finger design, a mutant of QNK-QDK-RHR was made in which
the Arg residue in position 6 of the C-terminal finger was mutated
to a glutamine (RHR f RHQ). The DNA-binding activities of both
the parent and the mutant proteins were then characterized using a
fluorescence anisotropy-based assay in which association constants
were determined for an assortment of DNA binding sites represent-
ing all possible point variants in the 5′-most DNA triplet (the bases
contacted by the C-terminal finger, Figure 2A and B).6 As
anticipated, the parent protein binds to its optimal site with an
association constant of 4( 1 × 108 M-1 and shows excellent
specificity for G at the first position of the triplet. The Gln variant,
on the other hand, binds its optimal sequence with 13-fold lower

affinity and shows essentially no discrimination at position 1. These
observations are consistent with the notion that the Gln side chain
is too short to reach the DNA when Arg-1 and His3 are the other
binding residues.

Overcoming this limitation required the incorporation of an amino

Figure 1. (A) Interaction for Arg-G recognition in QNK-QDK-RHR
observed crystallographically and (B) the proposed interaction for citrul-
line-A recognition in QNK-QDK-RHCit.

Figure 2. Association constants for the three-zinc finger proteins and 12
point variants of the 5′-GAGGCAGAA binding site determined by titrations
monitoring fluorescence anisotropy changes of appropriately labeled oli-
gonucleotides upon complexation with protein. (A) Data for QNK-QDK-
RHR, (B) data for QNK-QDK-RHQ, (C) data for QNK-QDK-RHCit
containing the “unnatural” amino acid citrulline in position 6.
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acid in position 6 with a longer side chain and a functional group
suitable for the recognition of a base other than G. Lys has a
relatively long side chain, but generally prefers G (and to a lesser
degree T) because, like Arg, it possesses only hydrogen-bond
donors.7 Generating novel specificity would, therefore, require an
“unnatural” amino acid combining the length necessary to reach
the DNA with functional groups capable of interacting favorably
with bases other than G. We selected citrulline for this purpose
because it has the same overall length as Arg and its ureido moiety
possesses both a hydrogen donor and a hydrogen acceptor, suitable
for interacting with A in a manner similar to that of Gln (Figure
1B).

To incorporate the atypical amino acid into the three-zinc finger
protein, the third domain was synthesized chemically incorporating
the citrulline into position 6 of the helix (RHR f RHCit ).8 The
synthetic finger 3 peptide was ligated to the first two fingers by
expressed protein ligation to yield the three-finger protein QNK-
QDK-RHCit .9 The DNA-binding characteristics of this semisyn-
thetic protein were then examined as before (Figure 2C). QNK-
QDK-RHCit showed a clear preference for A in position 1, as
anticipated, and bound its optimal sequence with an affinity of 1.2
( 0.1 × 108 M-1. The observed level of discrimination for A is
3.4-fold over G, the base providing the second highest affinity. This
is somewhat lower than the 9-fold discrimination demonstrated by
QNK-QDK-RHR, but is much higher than that observed for QNK-
QDK-RHQ.

The three proteins assayed show similar binding preferences at
positions 2 and 3 of the first DNA triplet. Specificity at these
positions is conferred by His in position 3 and Arg in position-1,
respectively. Because the specificity at these positions is indepen-
dent of the nature of the residue in position 6, the differences in
DNA-binding affinity between the three proteins can be attributed
to the interaction between the position 6 amino acid and the base
in position 1. The higher overall affinity of QNK-QDK-RHR is
likely due to the fact that Arg is positively charged and can interact
favorably with DNA through electrostatic interactions in addition
to the hydrogen-bonding interactions that are primarily responsible
for G specificity.

Of the three DNA-contacting residues in the zinc finger binding
helix, position 6 is the farthest from the DNA. This observation
may be correlated with the tendency of natural Cys2His2 zinc finger
proteins to bind DNA triplets beginning with a 5′-G through the
relatively long side chains of Arg and Lys. Alternatively, zinc finger
proteins incorporate relatively short side chains in position 6 that
do not contact DNA, but do not prevent other contact residues from
making specificity-inducing contacts.10 We have demonstrated that
this limitation can be overcome by introducing an “unnatural” amino
acid that combines an appropriate functional group with an
appropriate side-chain length. This is, to our knowledge, the first
demonstration of specific DNA binding due to incorporation of an
“unnatural” amino acid. The accessibility of zinc finger proteins
by total synthesis based on peptide ligation11 or by the semisynthetic
approach that we have used will allow more complete exploration
of the use of unusual amino acids to generate zinc finger DNA-
binding domains with specificities not readily achievable in nature.
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